
1 FADE IN:

INT. LAB - NIGHT 1

A dark yet pristine lab. There are computers, monitors and

machines on the right side of the room with the left side

being littered with cages of various sizes. The sound of a

heart monitor beeping can be faintly heard. A middle aged

man wearing a white lab coat is standing on the right side

of the room with multiple other men and women in white lab

coats. His name badge reads DR. FORD.

Dr. Ford looks down at the monitor in front of him, the time

reading 11:57pm.

DR. FORD

(Whispers)

It’s almost time.

He runs a hand through his hair, still looking at the

monitor.

DR. FORD

STATUS?

A dark haired woman in a lab coat is standing beside him

clears her throat. Her name badge reads DR. PENTON. She

looks down at the clipboard in her hands, flickering throw

the pages

DR. PENTON

All set sir. Everything is fully

functional for the transition.

Dr. Ford nods. He pinches the bridge of his nose, the look

of exhaustion clear on his face

DR. FORD

And Valerie?

A YOUNGER MALE with red hair is sitting in front of a

monitor. He checks the monitor and then the notes on his

clipboard.

MALE

The vessel is stable and ready for

transition, sir.

DR. FORD

Thank you Tyrion.

Dr. Ford looks up at the cage in front of him. There is a

TEENAGE GIRL lying on a hospital bed inside one of the
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larger cages. She is fully restrained to the bed despite

being unconscious. There was a circle underneath the bed

with complicated designs drawn underneath her bed though it

looked unfinished. Six candles were sitting along the

circles edge but only five were lit.

The clock on the monitor now reads 11:58pm. Dr. Ford sighs

as he stands up straight and rolls back his shoulders.

DR. FORD

Alright. Prepare for transition.

The scientists begin quickly moving around to their

designated stations. Murmurs are heard among them as they

flicks switches, pulls levels and messed with different

dials. Dr. Ford turns around to face Tyrion.

DR. FORD

Go finish the circle and make sure

you get it right. We may only have

one chance at this.

TYRION

Understood, sir.

Tyrion stood from his chair and made his way over to the

cage. He took out a key and unlocked it and walked over to

the bed.

TYRION

Well, it’s almost time. Ready for

your big debut?

Tyrion smirked to himself as he received no answer. He bent

down. He took out a piece of white chalk and began drawing

designs on the circle.

TYRION

I know I am.

He finished the circle and then took out a lighter from his

pocket. He lit the final candle and stood up. Tyrion walked

over to stand beside Valerie and gently caressed her face.

DR. FORD

(O.S.)

Tyrion! Back to your station, we’re

about to begin.

Tyrion doesn’t take his eyes of Valerie
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TYRION

(to Dr. Ford)

Just a sec!

Tyrion moves his thumb across Valeries bottom lip

TYRION

(whispers to Valerie)

You are going to become something

extraordinary.

We follow Tyrion as he walks away, locking the cage behind

him. He sits back down at his station with the others.

TYRION

(to Dr. Ford)

Circle is complete. Ready for

transition.

DR. PENTON

(to Dr. Ford)

All systems ready for transition,

sir.

Dr. Ford looks down at his clock, reading 11:59pm. He looks

back up at Valerie. We see the circle now beginning to glow

red and the fire on the candles dance

DR. FORD

On my mark

The room goes quiet. Dr. Ford takes one last look at the

clock. We see the clock turn from 11:59pm to 12:00am.

DR. FORD

(yelling)

Now!

All of the scientists turned on the machinery around them.

Sounds of engines filled the room. We now see that the

circle underneath Valerie catches fire. The fire swirls

around the circle and then moves upwards and circles around

the hospital bed and Valerie.

We see that Dr. Ford and Tyrion are watching the fire

closely but with different expressions. Dr. Ford is very

stoic but Tyrion is watching in fascination.

A black mist forms from the fire taking on the silhouette of

a male. It has no features except piercing magenta eyes.

All the scientists, except Dr. Ford and Tyrion, cover their

ears as the silhouette begins to screech like it’s in pain.
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DR. FORD

(to Tyrion)

Get ready to close the gate

Tyrion doesn’t verbally respond. He nods and works one of

the dials in front of him.

We see the silhouette still screeching before its eyes find

Valerie. Still inside the cage, the silhouette rises above

the cage and dives straight down towards Valerie. The

silhouette began to merge with Valerie body before

completely disappearing inside of her.

The room is now eerily silent, all eyes on Valerie. The fire

dies down, only a few small flames spin around the circle.

We see a close view of Valerie’s face before her eyes snap

open, revealing the silhouettes magenta eyes. Gasps and

murmurs can be heard off screen. Valerie looks around

herself before looking down at her restraints. With little

ease, she manages to break free from the restraints. She

looks up at the scientists, her expression unreadable.

VALERIE

Hello. Who might you be?

Valeries expression stays the same. Tyrion moves his hand

towards a lever but Dr. Ford motions him not to move. He

clears his throat

DR. FORD

My name is Dr. Gabriel Ford, I’m in

charge of this institution.

Valerie tilts her head to the side

VALERIE

Institution?

DR. FORD

Yes. We’re currently working on a

number of projects that we think

you will find.. beneficial.

Valerie nods in understandment. She places her feet down on

the floor, feet inside the burning circle though she is

unaffected by the flames. She exits the circle and walks

towards the edge of the cage. We see Tyrion slowly inch his

hand back towards the lever, not taking his eyes off

Valerie.

We see Valerie reach the end of the cage. She puts her hands

around the scratched and bloody bars.
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VALERIE

I’m assuming you know who I am,

correct?

Her expression still hasn’t changed though her tone is

condescending.

DR. FORD

Yes, that is corVALERIE

heaAnd you know what I’m capable

of?

DR. FORD

Yes.

VALERIE

And yet you think an old, worn down

cage is going to stop me from

painting this room with your

beautiful insides?

Valerie tilts her head slightly to the side as she waits for

an answer. We see Dr. Ford narrow his eyes at her, a few

gasps of horror heard from the scientists behind him.

DR. FORD

No I don’t. But I know what will.

Tyrion, now!

Valeries hands grip the metal bars, crushing them instantly.

She gives an animalistic roar as she tries to rip the bars

off.

Tyrion pulls the lever. Four hoses, one for every wall of

the cage, began hosing the cage with water. Valerie is

knocked to the floor by the water but quickly recovers. She

stands up and laughs sadistically.

VALERIE

(laughing sadistically)

Oh- oh you have got to be kidding

me. Is that really the best you got

Doc?

Valerie shakes her soaking black hair before grinning

sadistically at Dr. Ford

VALERIE

You really think that an oversized

water gun can stop one of the

Deadly Sins? Oh I am going to have

so much fun ripping your heart out.
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Dr. Ford reacts by only crossing his arms and stands up

straight.

TYRION

’Gonna be kind of hard to do since

you don’t have a magic circle

anymore, don’t ’cha think?

Valeries smile drops and she spins to look at where the

circle used to be. The water as put out the flames and and

washed away the chalk on the floor.

VALERIE

(whispering)

No..

She runs over to the circle and knees down in the water.

VALERIE

(yelling)

No, no, no, no, NO!

She spins to look at the scientists. She growls at them

anomalistically.

VALERIE

You’re dead! How dare you do this

to me, do you know who I am!?

Valerie stands up and grabs the handles of the cage and

tries to pull them off, though she is struggling more than

she did before.

VALERIE

(yelling)

I am Luxuria, Demon of Lust and the

second in command to the Seven

Deadly Sins.

Dr. Ford reaches forward puts his hand on a dial.

DR. FORD

Not anymore. Until we say so, you

are Valerie Ford and you are a

human, teenage girl. Am I

understood?

VALERIE

Go to hell.

Dr. Ford turns the dial all the way to maximum. Valerie

screams in pain as she is electrocuted through the bars of

the cage before she collapses onto the floor, lying

unconscious in a shallow pool of water.
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The room grows silent for a moment before murmurs are heard

from the scientists. Dr. Ford clears his throat to silence

them. He turns his back to Valerie and faces his colleagues.

DR. FORD

Get security to bring my daughter

to her room. I have a couple of

matters to attend to before our

next experiment.

DR. PENTON

Y-yes sir. Right away.

Dr. Penton presses the intercom button, asking for security

to come. Dr. Ford takes one last look at Valerie. Tyrion

walks up and stands beside him, also looking at the girl.

TYRION

(to Dr. Ford)

Every time I see the transition and

every time it never fails to amaze

me. How do you think they’ll fair

with the others?

DR. FORD

(to Tyrion)

I’m more interested in how they’ll

fair with each other.

Dr. Ford spins around on his heel and exits the lab. All the

other scientists follow him out as security wearing rubber

suits and carrying a stretched. Tyrion watches as they load

Valerie onto the stretcher and bring her out of the room. He

smirks

TYRION

Four Sins down, three to go. This

ought to be interesting.

Tyrin now leaves the lab, shoving his hands into his

pockets.

2 FADE IN: INT. LIBRARY (THREE YEARS LATER) 2

Valerie is sitting in one of the armchairs, reading from a

text book and jotting down notes every now and then. She

pushed her glasses up her nose and turns the page.

TRIX, a blonde haired young teenager is sitting across from

Valerie and reading a story book. NAT, an older boy with

dyed black hair is sitting beside Valerie, copying down her

notes.
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VALERIE

(to Nat)

You know cheaters never prosper,

right?

NAT

(to Valerie)

Cut me some slack Val, Ira kept me

up all night, yelling about the

extra work I gotta do for

Hendersons class.

Trix never takes her eyes off her book as she listens in on

the conversation between the two.

TRIX

(to Nat)

Maybe if you didn’t slam Zain

through one of the desks, Henderson

wouldn’t have given you extra work.

Nat makes a sound annoyance, though it comes out as a small

growl. Valerie puts her hand in front of Nats face, not

taking her eyes away from her notes.

VALERIE

Down boy. Remember where we are.

Nat huffs and crosses his arms, throwing his notebook onto

the floor in frustration. Trix smirks, eyes peering up at

Nat

TRIX

Temper, temper..

Valerie lets a small giggle escape which causes Nat to growl

again. He stands up abruptly.

NAT

Fuck you guys, I’m out.

Nat turns around to storm out. The two girls roll their

eyes.

VALERIE

We have class in 10 minutes Nat.

NAT

(yelling)

FUCK CLASS TOO.

Nat was then hit in the head with a book. He yells but more

out of surprise than pain. He turns around to see ZAIN, a

boy with long, dyed blue hair.
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ZAIN

(to Nat)

Will you please, for the love of

God, shut that damn mouth of yours

for once.

Nat growls at the older man.

NAT

Whatever. I’m going to class.

We see Valerie roll her eyes again at the boy.

LUX (V.O)

(amused)

Ira definitely has had some effect

on him thats for sure. Think he’ll

make it to the end of the day

without breaking another desk?

Valerie sighs and closes her book, stuffing them into her

bag.

VALERIE

(to Lux)

Probably not.

Trix looks up at Valeria

TRIX

(to Valerie)

You say something?

VALERIE

Sorry, was talking to Lux.

Trix nods her head, understanding.

TRIX

So he finally decided to wake up?

About time, it’s nearly 2pm. If I

didn’t know any better I’d think

his name was Acedia.

LUX (V.O)

You tell that green eyed little

monster if she compares me to that

lazy piece of shit, I’ll rip her

heart and stick it where the sun

don’t shine.

Valerie walks over to Trix and ruffles her hair

affectionately.
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VALERIE

He said he’s nothing like Ace and

would prefer if you didn’t refer to

him as such.

TRIX

Noted. You going to class now?

VALERIE

Well, someones gotta keep Nat under

control. Unfortunately that person

is me.

We see Zain walk over to the two girls with his hands in his

pockets

ZAIN

Well you’re the only one he

respects and Lux is the only person

Ira is middle afraid of so it makes

sense.

Valerie groans in response

VALERIE

(to Zain)

And why can’t you do it?

ZAIN

Please. He wouldn’t listen to a

’pretty boy’ as he so politely

calls me, if his life depended on

it.

TRIX

Or me. Though I wish I had someone

like Nat that I could boss around.

Trix pouts and crosses her arms. Valerie smirks teasingly at

the younger girl

VALERIE

(to Trix)

Do I see a green eyed monster?

Trix sticks her tongue out in response causing Valeria and

Zain to laugh.


